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Hi, just a reminder that you're receiving this email because you have expressed an interest in LDG
Consulting. Don't forget to add newsletter@ldgconsulting.com to your address book so we'll be sure to
land in your inbox!
 
You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails.

Dear Alrich,

We were not planning to open this newsletter with a sports analogy,
however, we got the 2012 Olympic fever. On Aug 9th, we watched the
preliminary heat of the men's 4x400 meter track relays and were surprised
that the first leg of the relay run by Manteo Mitchell placed the USA in next
to last. They eventually tied the Bahamas for first place in that heat. Then
we heard that Manteo finished the second half of his leg with a broken left
fibula. His spirit of team work is more than inspiring. At LDG Consulting,
similar to Manteo Mitchell, we understand the virtue of teamwork and how
important it is when your teammates are relying on you to get your portion
of the job done.
 
As a current or past client, you have undoubtedly seen our commitment to
the "team." You have proven that quality service and attention to detail will
be rewarded every time. As a result, our services have been widely
accepted by the marketplace and we are responding by increasing our
breadth of services to include more business intelligence analysis specific
to the real estate development and construction industries. Please contact
us if you would be interested in learning more.
 
We hope you enjoy this quarter's newsletter.
 

Mission Critical at The Expense of Strategic
Direction

 
Undoubtedly, you have seen and probably read countless books on the
importance of strategy in your organization. I cannot add anymore to the
discourse, but I would like to share some insights, both as an
entrepreneurial leader and as a former corporate employee.
First, I am as guilty as anyone in allowing the mission critical activities of
my clients and my own organization to crowd out the time spent on
strategic visioning. I used to set aside Fridays for marketing, Public
Relations and Visioning activities. Slowly, over time, the Fridays have
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become just another mission critical or problem solving work day. I'm
working to reverse this trend.
 
I can't provide any more persuasive reasons to create a balance between
mission critical and strategic visioning than what is in the thousands of
books, magazines, academic papers and blogs; but I can tell you that
strategic visioning is what keeps entrepreneurs nimble, flexible, and able to
take advantage of small windows of opportunity. Too much strategy and
not enough "paid work" leaves you broke and making short-sighted
decisions based on financial outcomes. Too much mission critical and not
enough strategic visioning allows a competitor or even a whole new
market to emerge that you didn't see coming and possibly even worse, a
lack of strategic direction keeps you from seeing your clients' / customers'
needs which could lead them to more comprehensive solutions
elsewhere.
 
There are plenty of guidelines of how strategic vision gets transformed into
the everyday actions of employees and partners. I'd like to quickly focus on
the role of metrics and how they can be the link between the vision and the
everyday action. As an example, you are a CxO of your organization that
develops and sells homes. One agreed upon organizational goal is to
focus on the five most profitable floorplans at each development. A good
number of builders and developers cannot tell you which floorplan, of those
used across multiple properties, is most readily "accepted" by the market.
Yet on the "front-end" they engage consultants to tell them what the market
likes and what trends are likely to continue. If you were to ask Ford or
Toyota which of their models was the best selling, they could tell you with
specificity, down to the census block track and overlay data relating to the
color of the vehicle as well as the demographics of that population.
 
In CRE, post mortems are usually only done when "there is a problem."
That is one of the reasons we prefer the phrase, "lessons learned." Post
mortems, imply by definition, that something bad has happened and that
those doing the post mortem have some hypothesis of why. Lessons
learned; however, has a slightly more neutral implication. We  try to follow
the data first, before forming conclusions as to why. Regardless, we
digressed.
 
If you have not been tracking sales nor the various other factors that
influence profitability of the project, how do you begin to understand which
floorplans to focus your marketing and sales efforts on? The key is to have
flexible metrics that will be useful across developments but also
geographic regions and time.
 
Another key factor, which in many cases acts as a fast spreading virus
that eventually kills the desire to measure, analyze, and react is the lack of
systems to efficiently and accurately collect the data needed for the
strategic metric; sales people do not collect demographic data of
prospects; construction personnel don't provide actual costs but provide
average costs across all floorplan types, accounting systems are not
flexible enough to track and report exceptions; it can go on and on.
These highlights are not the forum to provide all of the solutions to those
challenges mentioned above, but above illustrates how hard it can be to

 



institute the processes required to get a handle on company specific
metrics & ultimately realize the strategic vision.
 
As an organization, we've been discussing the need for more strategic
visioning and its requisite metric gathering and analysis with current
clients. The initial conversations have been informative and positive. As a
result, LDG Consulting made a strategic decision to form CRE insight,
LLC (a wholly owned subsidiary) to operate in the following main areas:

 

Assisting clients in leveraging their development and construction
data as a means of providing insight and direction for future projects,
Assisting clients in proactively determining potential project sites that
simultaneously meet a varied host of customized requirements,
Utilization of leasing data to help inform more efficient targeting of
potential residents and a more effective use of marketing dollars,
and
Utilization of operational data to help inform better processes and
better programmatic design of future projects.

Stay tuned for further announcements on CRE
insight.
 
By now, you've probably realized that this blog entry
is our lengthiest-to-date. That could speak to our
sub-conscious desire to make up for lost time or it
could reveal our passion for helping others look
beyond the trees to the forest while simultaneously
analyzing the petals on the wild flowers.

 
 

Data Visualization
 
Fortune Magazine's Fortune 500 issue came out May 21, 2012. We
thought we'd highlight a few things for you that we saw.
In addition to providing a list of the Top 500 Companies, they also sort and
parse the data a number of ways, including sorting by Industries. Two
industry segments we thought you might find interesting are:
Industry Sector: Engineering, Construction



 

 
 
But we wondered what one would look like that compared the industry

http://money.cnn.com/magazines/fortune/fortune500/2012/industries/144/
 
 
You can read the remainder at our previous blog post by clicking here.
 
We found the chart below to be interesting



sectors above, so here's the one we built:
 
 

Fortune 500 Companies | Change in Profits and Sales Industries: Engineering,
Construction + Real Estate + Commercial Banks

 
 
Click here for the interactive version.
 
As you can see, the Real Estate industry is dwarfed by the Commercial
Banks (actually it is hard to see CBRE Group).
So what does the chart tell us? Among many other narratives, only nine
companies were able to have positive revenue and positive profit in 2011.
That's a little daunting, wouldn't you say?
 
Are you staring at reams of data that you can't make any sense out of?
Today's business intelligence is about finding the gems of actionable
information that will allow you to gain a strategic advantage over your
competition. What are you missing? Or worse yet, what trend or client
segment are you ignoring while your competition is capitalizing on your
"blindness"? 
 

Project Profile 
Etowah Terrace
Client: National Non-profit Developer
77 units
Senior / Affordable (LIHTC)
Wood Frame with Partial Podium
  
 



Exterior View - Southwest

  

Main Entrance



Gathering Room

 

Antioch Gardens & Villas
Client: National Non-profit Developer
104 units
Senior / Affordable (LIHTC)
Wood Frame
 



Gardens Exterior View  - West

Villas Exterior View



Gardens Gathering Room

Typical Villas Unit

 

LDG Consulting was engaged to ensure the developer's and owner's
interests were protected during construction. Among other activities, we
conduct site visits, produce owner reports, review proposed change
orders, and participate in payment application meetings.

Second Quarter 2012 Activities 



Assisted client in closing out three multi-family projects consisting of
221 units in three separate cities.
Assisted client in negotiating a reduced list of requirements to be
completed prior to plat submission for single family home
development. Also managed the process to complete the items to
the jurisdiction's satisfaction. Jurisdictional approval will immediately
allow for construction of 50+ detached homes in a master-planned
community whose sales pace has been increasing since the
beginning of the quarter.
Began site selection activities for several new projects in the
Southeast as a development and construction adviser. Client's goal
is to have site control of at least six properties by 2013.
Began development and construction management activities for
non-profit client that is rehabilitating multi-family units.

Closing  
We would like to thank you for your continued patronage and support. We
feel privileged to serve as your real estate  adviser and counsel.
 
We encourage you to check back often to find out about our latest
engagements, company news and our thoughts on various industry issues
via our blog.

 

About LDG Consulting
LDG Consulting is a boutique advisory and consulting firm that focuses on the Design,
Construction and Real Estate industries. Our clients are those whose core business is
not real estate and / or construction management.
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